Harlan Golf & Country Club
Members Only

3-PERSON
CALCUTTA
Saturday,
June 12, 2021
Noon Shotgun

Rain Date Sunday, June 13

(11:30 am check-in)
Total number of entries must be divisible by

6 (to make up 2-team hole groupings).

If there are an odd number of entrants, the last odd entries will be put on the waiting list.

GENERAL DETAILS

Only HC&CC members out of High School are permitted to enter, including men and women.
Entry fee is $25 per player.
Total number of entries must be divisible by 6 (to make up 2-team hole groupings)
All players will be categorized evenly into 6 groups – A, B, C, D, E, and F. Handicaps will be a factor in categorizing
players. If no handicap is available, the entry’s level of play will be judged by the organizers and used to determine
the appropriate category.
o The “A” and “B” players will be the team Captains.
o “A” players will be randomly matched with “D” and “F” players.
o “B” players will be randomly matched with “C” and “E” players.
o If possible, each team will have at least one player who is eligible to hit from the front tees (woman or
senior man). Note that the organizers reserve the right to make exceptions in order to have the needed
number of “up front” players. All other players will use the white tees.
• Play will be an 18 hole scramble with all three players hitting every shot and playing from the best shot until holed
out (no gimmies).
•
•
•
•

DATES TO REMEMBER

Entries must be signed up and paid by Monday, June 7
The team drawings will take place Wednesday evening, June 9
• All auction bidders are welcome, members or not. Bidders may be

AUCTION DETAILS individuals or a consortium of people.
• The teams will be auctioned in a random order. The order in which they
Auction of teams will be are auctioned will determine the holes on which they will start play.
team will be allowed to buy up to 50% of themselves back from
Friday evening, • Each
the team owner, but they are not obligated to do so.
• Owners are responsible to pay for their full team purchases the night of
June 11
the auction. ALL SALES ARE FINAL!
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GENERAL DETAILS

Only HC&CC members out of High School are permitted to enter, including men and women.
Entry fee is $25 per player.
Total number of entries must be divisible by 6 (to make up 2-team hole groupings)
All players will be categorized evenly into 6 groups – A, B, C, D, E, and F. Handicaps will be a factor in categorizing players. If no
handicap is available, the entry’s level of play will be judged by the organizers and used to determine the appropriate category.
o The “A” and “B” players will be the team Captains.
o “A” players will be randomly matched with “D” and “F” players.
o “B” players will be randomly matched with “C” and “E” players.
o If possible, each team will have at least one player who is eligible to hit from the front tees (woman or senior man).
Note that the organizers reserve the right to make exceptions in order to have the needed number of “up front”
players. All other players will use the white tees.
• Play will be an 18 hole scramble with all three players hitting every shot and playing from the best shot until holed out (no gimmies).

•
•
•
•

DATES TO REMEMBER
•
•
•
•

Entries must be signed up and paid by Monday, June 7
The team drawings will take place Wednesday evening, June 9
Auction of teams will be Friday evening, June 11
The tournament will be played Saturday, June 12, with a shotgun start at 11:00 AM. All players must be checked in at the course before 10:30 AM.

AUCTION DETAILS
•
•
•
•

All auction bidders are welcome, members or not. Bidders may be individuals or a consortium of people.
The teams will be auctioned in a random order. The order in which they are auctioned will determine the holes on which they will start play.
Each team will be allowed to buy up to 50% of themselves back from the team owner, but they are not obligated to do so.
Owners are responsible to pay for their full team purchases the night of the auction. ALL SALES ARE FINAL!

ENTRY and AUCTION PAYOUT DETAILS

• The club will retain 10% of the total revenue as a contribution to Clubhouse or Course improvements.
• The teams finishing fully in the top half of the tournament will win prize money from the remaining auction and entry pools.
The specific payouts will be posted before play begins.

SIDE BET DETAILS

• As another way for players to get in on the financial action, “side bets” on any of the teams will be available. Side bets must be
in $10 increments and can be on any team, including a player’s own team.
o Each $10 side bet represents a share in the team you select. Shareholders in teams that place in the top 3 will split
that respective place money. Place payout is as follows:
• 10% goes to the Club for clubhouse or course improvements. Of the remaining Side Bet pool:
• 1st Place shareholders split 50% of pool
• 2nd Place shareholders split 30% of pool
• 3rd Place shareholders split 10% of pool
• If no one bets on a team that places in the “Side Bet” payout, that place money will be contributed to the Club Renovation pool.

ADDITIONAL RULES

• There will be no playing or practicing on the course after pins are set for tournament play.
• There will be no Mulligans and no gimmies.
• Play winter rules everywhere. However, this cannot be used to gain relief or improve your position. (For example, if the ball is
in the rough, it must stay in the rough. If the ball is behind a large tree, it must stay behind the large tree. Etc.). This means you
may improve your lie, but not your position.
• Play ready golf. (If in position to do so, two teams may hit at the same time to speed up play).
• In case of a tie for 1st place, the winner will be determined by sudden death playoff using hole #9 until decided. All other ties
will be decided by handicap holes on score card (ie: hole 6, then hole 15, etc.).
• If for any reason a player needs a substitute, the organizers will do our best to find a sub with a similar handicap from our
members. If none are available, we may use a non-member of similar handicap. If a substitute cannot be found, the higher
handicap person on the team will hit two shots each time.
• Should there be any rules of play uncertainties that arise on the course, we ask that the involved groups attempt to resolve the
situation in a manner that is consistent with the intent of the tournament (see below) and is fair to both the entire group and the
players involved. If an “official” ruling is needed, please contact one of the tournament organizers. The organizers’ decision is final.
• This tournament is being organized as another fun event for our members and as an additional way to contribute funds
to needed renovations. Good sportsmanship and ensuring those around you are having a good time is encouraged and
appreciated. Taking play too serious would not be in the spirit of the event.

THANK YOU!

